
 

Efectividad de los porros ppk Hola, hace un tiempo estuve buscando información sobre los porros, pero no encontré nada;
quiero saber si es cierto que los porros son efectivos para el Parkinson y para el Dolor de espalda. ¿Qué me recomiendan?

Por favor respondan lo más pronto posible la verdad será siempre mejor. Gracias. -------------------------- Hello, I don't speak
English very well but I read it to google translator and I'm not sure if my question is understandable or not. Anyway I am a 45
years old female. Before 2 years, I was doing very well in my life, then gradually I have started to have problems with my legs.
My legs are pale pale and hard as planks of wood, I can move them but they are not flexible at all. It's like they are connected to
the floor with some rod which is connected to the chair's base. Anyone can see that it's horrible? The doctor has said that it's
Parkinson disease and he prescribed me some drugs that helped me for a while but no more. I was asking about this disease and
I understand that the symptoms are different in every case, but what I want to know is, can Parkinson disease cause my legs to
be in this condition? -------------------------- Dear Cátia, Thank you for your email. Perhaps it is hard for you to understand my
answer because of your English difficulty. Thank you very much for the question. Really appreciate your interest in our work. I
have not read anything about PPK(pesticides) being an effective remedy for PD, but since you have asked me I will look
through the literature on this topic. A friend and colleague of mine, Dr. James Parkinson, was the doctor who discovered the
Parkinson disease and he himself suffered from it. He was totally unable to move and even could not speak for a very long time.
His doctor friends suggested him taking opium . This treatment helped Dr. Parkinson very much to regain his strength and even
got better than before his illness. I hope this information is helpful for you. All the best wishes, Dr. Leandro Lucio Universidade
Estadual de Campinas (UEC) Comunidades Academia e Científico -------------------------- Hello, I don't speak English very well
but I read it to google translator and I'm not sure if my question is understandable or not. Anyway I am a 45 years old female.
Before 2 years, I was doing very well in my life, then gradually I have started to have problems with my legs. My legs are pale
pale and hard as planks of wood, I can move them but they are not flexible at all. It's like they are connected to the floor with
some rod which is connected to the chair's base.
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